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strategy iii foreword v executive summary vi ... insights from japan: case studies—shared perspectives 7 u.s.
companies that succeed in japan 14 opportunities for greater u.s.—japan relations 17 appendixes ... manga &
anime - an exploration of japan's soft power ... - consequently, this made japan “the most industrialized
country in asia and the second largest economy in the world” (fulbright/ culcon joint symposium, 2009, p.2/3).
the society for japanese studies - simon fraser university - in japan since the 1960s, has been identified
as the magic cooking pot of postwar japanese individualism and viewed in a particularly sour light by many
leading intellectuals. shinto in the history of japanese religion - universität wien - 4 journal of japanese
studies i. shinto in the nihon shoki the word shinto is commonly taken to mean japan's indigenous religion and
to have had that meaning from fairly early times. soft power of korean popular culture in japan - korean
wave is a new phenomenon which signifies the spread of korean popular culture in east asia with japan as a
centre. the purpose of this study is to examine travel & tourism economic impact 2017 japan - contents
the economic impact of travel & tourism march 2017 foreword 2017 annual research: key facts 1 defining the
economic contribution of travel & tourism 2 sex, censorship and media regulation in japan: a ... - sex,
censorship and media regulation in japan: an historical overview first published in the routledge handbook of
sexuality studies in east asia , edited by mark mclelland and vera mackie, oxon: routledge, 2015, pp. 402-13.
cultural heritage protection system in japan - grips - 1 cultural heritage protection system in japan:
current issues and prospects for the future emiko kakiuchi, ph.d.1 1professor, director, cultural policy program,
national graduate institute for policy studies (grips) school lunch program in japan - nier - 1 school lunch
program in japan . school lunches are a common topic when japanese reminiscence about their school life.
there is even a 1small museum the korean wave: the seoul of asia - elon university - the korean wave:
the seoul of asia by sue jin lee — 87. farther than just the korean economy or peninsula. such a fast change in
the economic and cultural status of korea raises important questions regard- icc 115-7 e - international
coffee organization - japan continued growing strongly until the mid-2000s when it reached over 7 million
bags and became the world’s fourth largest coffee consumer, with a per capita consumption of 3.5kg.
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